Health and Safety Policy

Health and Safety Statement
Equita is committed to ensuring the health, safety and welfare of its employees as far as is
reasonably practicable. We conduct all our activities in accordance with relevant
statutory legislation. We utilise such finance as proves necessary to meet this intention
within the limits of our annual budget and in accordance with our organisational strategies
and objectives.
Each employee is provided with information, instruction and training to enable the safe
performance of work activities. Each individual employee has a legal obligation to take
reasonable care for his/her safety and for the safety of other people who may be affected
by his/ her acts or omissions. Equita also requests that all employees give their support and
full co-operation, if required, in any health and safety situations and that they read this
policy carefully to ensure they are fully aware of their responsibilities as an individual as well
as a company.
Appropriate preventative and protective measures are implemented following the
identification of work-related hazards and assessment of associated risks. All plant,
materials and working methods used by Equita are to a prescribed safety standard in
accordance with regulations or codes of practice devised either nationally or locally.
Equita appoints competent people to assist in meeting our statutory duties, and the Board
of Directors designate a senior executive as the company’s ‘Health and Safety Officer’.
The main duties of this Officer are to provide advice relating to Health and Safety issues
and to evaluate safety practices within Equita.
Equita fully accepts the principle of joint consultation and undertakes to provide all
necessary facilities as required by the Regulations for Safety Representatives and Safety
Committees.
This Health and Safety Statement is displayed prominently at all office locations, and
relevant extracts regarding the organisational arrangements for implementing the policy
are available at each office for reference by any employee as required.
This policy is monitored and audited on an annual basis to ensure that the required
objectives are achieved. It is reviewed and, if necessary, revised in the light of legislative or
organisational changes.

Neil Smith
Managing Director
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Health and Safety Policy
To ensure that health and safety is successfully managed within Equita, responsibilities have
been allocated to directors, managers and employees. In addition, competent persons
have been appointed to assist Equita in meeting its health and safety obligations.

Organisational Responsibilities
Ultimate responsibility for health, safety and welfare rests with the Equita Board of Directors
with responsibilities further delegated to Managers, the Group Health and Safety Manager,
Equita’s Health and Safety Officer and employees. The Board of Directors ensures that
adequate funds, materials, equipment and human resources are provided to meet with all
statutory health and safety requirements.

EQUI TA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CAPITA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

EQUITA HSE OFFICER

HSE DEPARTMENT

MANAGERS & SUPERVISORS

EMPLOYEES

ASSIGNED HSE EXEC FOR EQUITA

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors will:
 Ensure that there is an effective Health and Safety Policy
 Review and assess the Health and Safety Policy on a regular basis
 Delegate responsibility for health and safety and appoint a company Health and
Safety Officer
 Form a Health and Safety Committee to discuss pertinent issues

Group Health and Safety Manager
The Capita Group Plc has appointed a Group Health and Safety Manager with
responsibility for advising all group locations with regard to health, safety and welfare
issues. The Group Health and Safety Manager will:
 Ensure that the Group complies with Health and Safety statutory requirements
relevant to its activities
 Ensure the effective implementation of the Group Health and Safety Management
System
 Develop, control, issue and maintain the Health and Safety documentation
including the Group Health and Safety Policy and Employee Guide
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Provide training to Health and Safety Officers
Hold quarterly consultation meetings with the Health and Safety Officers
Undertake office/site audits and active and reactive monitoring

The Health and Safety Manager will bring to the prompt attention of senior management
any health and safety issues that require attention.

Health and Safety Officer
The Board of Directors will appoint a senior manager as the company Health and Safety
Officer who will have the following qualifications;



Member of the Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH)
NEBOSH (Health & Safety)

Once appointed, the Health and Safety Officer will be provided with training from the
Group Health and Safety Manager and will:
 Implement Equita’s Health and Safety Policy and monitor its effectiveness
 Act as Safety Officer
 Carry out such risk assessments as are necessary under the Management of Health
and Safety at Work Regulations 1992 and any subsequent legislation that may come
into effect
 Develop any relevant action plans and review them on a regular basis
 Highlight the actions required in order to fulfil Equita’s responsibilities as an employer
following changes in legislation or the implementation of new legislation
 Carry out regular inspections to ensure that the safety programme is being complied
with, and make recommendations to managers and employees on matters
concerning health and safety
 Evaluate all risks relating to accidents at work, health and safety risks, loss or damage
to company property and risks to the public through any company activity
 Maintain accident records and notify reportable occurrences to the appropriate
body
 Investigate and assess accidents, dangerous occurrences and hazards
 Investigate with at least two other members of the Health and Safety Committee all
accidents and damage to company property and recommend corrective action
 Appoint and monitor competent persons as Fire Wardens and First Aiders
 Ensure adequate First Aid facilities are available at all times
 Ensure all employees receive induction training as soon as possible after
commencement of employment, and any additional training as and when required
 Ensure all employees observe safety rules and that protective clothing/equipment is
worn or used where considered appropriate
 Inspect new work systems for potential hazards
 Ensure all employees are aware of the Fire Procedure and display this procedure on
staff notice boards
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Carry out fire evacuation practices and ensure fire equipment is regularly inspected
and services
Call meetings of the Health and Safety Committee

Managers and Supervisors
Managers and Supervisors are responsible for ensuring that the Health and Safety Policy is
implemented within their own areas of responsibility and will:
 Ensure that they are knowledgeable with regard to the Company’s Health and
Safety Policy and any subsequent modification
 Maintain safe practices in their department in order to achieve maximum safety for
all employees and the public
 Ensure that all employees in their department are provided with adequate training,
information, instruction and supervision, and are made aware of any potential
hazards
 Ensure that all employees in their department know what to do in the case of fire
and know the location of the fire fighting equipment provided and how to use it
 Ensure all employees in their section know the whereabouts of First Aid facilities and
the accident reporting procedures
 Ensure all safety rules are obeyed and that protective equipment and clothing is
used where necessary
 Ensure that all equipment used is suitable for the task and that it is in good working
order and regularly maintained and service
 Ensure that only authorised employees undertake activities for which there is a need
for specific training and qualification

Employees
All employees will:
 Ensure they are familiar with the Company’s Health and Safety Policy and comply
with the relevant procedures
 Take reasonable care for their own health and safety and consider the safety of
other persons who may be affected by their acts or omissions
 Not undertake any work activities for which authorisation and training has not been
provided
 Use safety equipment where appropriate and wear any safety clothing provided for
their protection
 Refrain from intentionally misusing or recklessly interfering with anything that has
been provided for a health and safety reason
 Report to their Manager and the Health and Safety Officer all accidents and
damage to people and equipment
 Suggest safer methods of working
 Ensure that all contractors working at company premises or visitors are made aware
of relevant Health and Safety issues (.e.g. fire evacuation procedures, location of first
aid facilities, location of toilets, etc).
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Fire Wardens
The Board of Directors and the Health and Safety Officer will ensure than an appropriate
number of Fire Wardens are appointed at each Equita location. Fire Wardens receive
comprehensive instruction and training to ensure effectiveness. Fire Wardens will:
 Check that fire extinguishers are of the correct type, are located in the best position
and are available in adequate quantities to meet any potential hazard
 Ensure that fire alarms and fire fighting equipment are regularly checked and tested
 Ensure regular fire drills
 In the event of an emergency evacuation, ensure that their designated area is
vacated in a safe manner
 Ensure that adequate information is available to employees on the extinguishing of
fires and safe access and egress

First Aiders
The Board of Directors and the Health and Safety Officer ensure that an appropriate
number of First Aiders are appointed at each Equita location to deal with minor accidents
and emergencies within the workplace. These employees are provided with the relevant
training and qualifications in accordance with statutory requirements. First Aiders will:
 Provide first aid as necessary
 Ensure that first aid boxes are regularly inspected and stock is maintained
 Ensure that first aid stock does not become out of date

Contractors and Visitors
All contractors and visitors must adhere to Equita’s Health and Safety Policy at all times.

Specialist Advice
Equita’s Health and Safety Officer and Group Health and Safety Advisor are always
available to provide advice on health and safety issues. Their contact details will be found
in your Employee Guide to Health and Safety and on the notice boards provided in
reception. We recognise that there may be occasions when specialist advice may be
necessary and, in such an event, would obtain the services of a competent external
adviser.

Health and Safety Committee
The Health and Safety Committee, under the chairmanship of the Health and Safety
Officer, comprises of a Director, a Fire Warden, a First Aider and representatives from
individual departments. The Committee convenes on a regular basis to discuss health and
safety issues and identify appropriate action. Minutes of the meetings are retained for
record purposes and a copy is forwarded to the Group Health and Safety Manager.
Employees are encouraged to report any hazardous situations.
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Induction Training
Health and safety training for all new employees is incorporated within their induction
training on the first day of employment, and each employee is issued with a copy of
Equita’s Employee Health and Safety Guide.
Training includes:
 Health and Safety Documentation - an explanation of Equita’s Health and Safety
Policy, organisation and safety arrangements. A copy of our Employee Health and
Safety Guide is issued to each new employee
 Responsibilities - the employee is made aware of the legal responsibilities of both
Equita as their employer and their own responsibilities under current legislation
 Accident Reporting Procedures and First Aid - an explanation of First Aid
arrangements and procedures for accident reporting
 Fire and Emergency Procedures and Precautions - instructions and procedures for
fire and emergency situations. Fire exits and assembly points are identified, and
employees are informed of the name of the responsible person to whom they must
report
 Specific Procedures - Any procedures/precautions relating to the employee’s
specific role are explained
The new employee’s Manager or Supervisor completes an induction checklist form, which is
passed to the Health and Safety Officer. This form is filed in the personnel file.

Welfare Facilities
In accordance with the Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1992, the
Health and Safety Officer ensures that all offices have the following facilities to promote a
healthy and safe environment for all employees and visitors:

General
Floors, passages and stairs are kept free from obstruction and properly maintained
Files and boxes are not stored in hazardous places
All windows and glass areas in doors, cabinets and walls are made of safety material and
suitably protected

Working Space



Sufficient space is available in each office, taking into account furniture, fittings and
equipment
Each employee is provided with a suitable workstation

Temperature and Ventilation



Room temperature maintained at a minimum of 16oC with either fresh or purified air
ventilation
Regular servicing of air conditioning and heating systems
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Lighting


Suitable lighting is provided - natural light wherever possible. Blinds are provided
where necessary

Toilets and Washing Facilities


Clean bathroom facilities with hot and cold running water, soap and towels (or other
means of drying)

Drinking Water


Fresh drinking water is provided at each location

Fire Precautions
The probability of fire is minimised as far as is reasonably possible via a process of risk
assessment and regular monitoring of systems. Fire evacuation drills, inspection of escape
routes and maintenance of fire warning systems and fire-fighting equipment are
undertaken on a regular basis.

Training
Employees receive instruction in basic fire prevention measures. Those involved in
processes or activities that give rise to potential fire hazards receive additional training.
Employees are encouraged to report to their Manager and the Health and Safety Officer
any concerns they may have with regard to fire hazards and appropriate measures are
taken to eliminate the problem.

Office Arrangements




Fire precautions are provided and maintained in accordance with relevant
legislation. Regular inspections are conducted to identify potential fire risks and the
implementation of appropriate precautions. Housekeeping standards are
maintained to minimise the risk and development of fire, and effective security
precautions are taken to minimise the risk of arson both within buildings and on the
grounds of every site.
Fire doors and fire escape routes are clearly marked and accessible at all times. The
names of essential personnel, locations and the actions to be taken in the event of a
fire are posted at strategic points throughout the workplace. Employees receive
instruction in the safe and effective use of fire extinguishers, which are located at
strategic points throughout all premises. Fire extinguishers are inspected and
maintained on a regular basis.

Discovering a Fire


On discovering a fire, the alarm is to be raised by operating the nearest alarm point.
Dial 999 (for an outside line dial 9 where appropriate) and inform the Fire Brigade of
the location and nature of the fire
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If the risk is minimal, employees may attempt to attack the fire with the appropriate
extinguisher BUT without taking any personal risk
Fire Wardens will co-ordinate an orderly evacuation
Employees are to assemble at the nearest fire assembly point where the Fire
Wardens will take a roll call
Employees are advised not to return to the building for any reason until a senior
manager, or other authorised person, has received assurance from the Fire Brigade
that it is safe to do so

Hearing the Fire Alarm







Employees are to leave by the nearest fire exit, to close all doors behind them and
to proceed directly to the appointed fire assembly point
Employees are not to stop to collect personal belongings or to switch off computer
terminals or other equipment
The evacuation procedure is to occur in an orderly and organised manner as
shouting and running may cause panic
All visitors and deaf and disabled employees are to be escorted out of the building
and provided with any necessary assistance
Employees and visitors are to assemble at the nearest fire assembly point where the
Fire Wardens will take roll call
Employees are advised not to return to the building for any reason until a senior
manager, or other authorised person, has received assurance from the Fire Brigade
that it is safe to do so

Roll Call




The Fire Warden for each department will take the roll call and report staff
numbers/missing personnel to a senior manager or other authorised person
The receptionist will roll call all visitors and report names/missing persons to a senior
manager or other authorised person
A senior manager, or other authorised person, will authorise the return to work once
the building is declared safe

Emergency Procedures
It is Equita’s intention to ensure that risks arising from work activities are eliminated or
minimised. However, we are aware that in spite of these measures it cannot be assumed
that a major incident will never occur e.g. suspicious object, bomb threat, etc. Equita has
devised certain emergency procedures to ensure injury and damage limitation in the
event of a major incident.

Responsibilities
The Health and Safety Officer plus a senior manager at each Equita office will plan for
reasonably foreseeable incidents at their office location. In consultation with employees
they will:
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Carry out a risk assessment to identify foreseeable major incidents for which
emergency procedures may be required. Managers in high risk locations regularly
monitor the situation to ensure that the current procedures are appropriate to the
circumstances
If appropriate, procedures will be established for employees in the event of an
emergency situation including raising the alarm, means of escape, assembly points
and ‘safe havens’, summoning the emergency services, evacuation of disabled
persons
Training will be provided for all employees, with additional 6training for those
employees with special responsibilities

COSHH
The Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH) regulations requires employers to
assess all work activities where employees may be exposed to hazardous substances. We
have developed a procedure to ensure that we comply with the relevant legislation and
provide appropriate safety precautions for our employees.

Procedure
Data sheets are obtained from the manufacturer for all substances used to ensure that any
hazards associated with the substance are fully understood and any necessary precautions
are taken.
At regular intervals, Managers/Supervisors carry out a COSHH assessment of all substances
used in the area under their management and document this on the COSHH assessment
form. The points to be recorded when conducting an assessment are:
 What substances are present and in what form?
 Where and how substances are used, handled and how frequently?
 What are the possible harmful effects? (Refer to the manufacturer’s data sheets
and the container label)
 Which employees are likely to be affected, to what extent and for how long?
 This form is passed to the Health and Safety Officer who assesses the risks and any
precautions required when using the substance. Should the assessment highlight a
risk to health, further actions will be implemented.
The Health and Safety Officer will seek professional advice and ensure all safety
arrangements contain control measures. The control measures signal whether the
hazardous substances are being effectively controlled or whether further measures are
required.
Any employee working with potential hazardous substances will be trained to work in a safe
manner.
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Accident and Incident Reporting
Reporting of all accidents, incidents, dangerous occurrences and diseases is required
under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations (RIDDOR)
1995 as failure to comply may lead to prosecution by the Health and Safety Executive.

Accident and Incident Procedures










It is the responsibility of all employees to inform their manager/supervisor
immediately in the event of an accident, incident or dangerous occurrence,
regardless of how trivial the accident/hazard appears to be. The
manager/supervisor will document the accident, incident or dangerous occurrence
and take appropriate witness statements.
Reporting of accidents, incidents and dangerous occurrences also applies to
members of the public and visitors.
The Health and Safety Officer and Group Health and Safety Advisor will be notified
within twenty-four hours to enable notification of the relevant enforcing body, if
appropriate. If the injury is classified as reportable under RIDDOR 1995, the Health
and Safety Officer will inform the relevant Environmental Health Officer.
The Health and Safety Officer and two members of the Health and Safety
Committee will investigate all accidents, incidents or dangerous occurrences. The
results and conclusions of their investigation will be recorded on the appropriate
investigation form. Remedial action will be initiated in accordance with legal
requirements.
Accidents are recorded in the accident book and a copy of the accident form is
placed in the employee’s file.
The appropriate authorities will be notified immediately in the event of a fatal
accident.

Noise
Exposure to high levels of noise may cause incurable damage to hearing. Equita
recognises its legal duty under current Noise at Work Regulations to minimise and prevent
hearing damage to its personnel.
The Health and Safety Officer, in conjunction with Managers/Supervisors, undertakes
regular noise assessments to establish the levels and frequencies of noise, and appropriate
measures are implemented if necessary.

Manual Handling
Equita works in full compliance with the Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992,
which seek to reduce the health and safety risks to employees from handling and lifting
loads.
Employees are advised on safe performance of manual handling operations via our
Employee Health and Safety Guide and Health and Safety notice board. Assessments are
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undertaken prior to any handling operation to ensure safe lifting/handling of the load.
Specialist training and mechanical aid would be provided for employees required to lift
loads on a regular basis.

Display Screen Equipment
All reasonable steps are taken to secure the health and safety of employees who work with
display screen equipment in accordance with the Health and Safety (Display Screen
Equipment) Regulations 1992. It is accepted that the use of Display Screen Equipment may
be undertaken without undue risks to health, however it is our intention to ensure that any
residual risks are reduced to a minimum and this is achieved through a process of risk
assessment and risk reduction.
If a work related health problem arises in the use of DSE, the employee should:
 Inform their Manager and the Health and Safety Officer immediately
 In the case of an adverse health condition, inform his/her general practitioner
 If an issue is raised relating to health and safety in the use of DSE, we will:
 Take all necessary steps to investigate and document the circumstances.
 Take corrective measures where appropriate.
 Advise the employee of any action taken.

Eyesight
In accordance with the Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992,
Equita has made provisions to meet the cost of eye/eyesight tests for all DSE users. Equita
contributes to the cost of any corrective appliance that may be required specifically for
DSE use.

Electricity at Work
Equita fully complies with all legislation governing electricity at work.
The Health and Safety Officer arranges regular testing of all electrical equipment. No
employee may carry out any electrical repair work unless he/she is suitably qualified.
Electricity related problems are directed to Managers and the Health and Safety Officer to
enable investigative and remedial work to be undertaken.

Lone Working and Field Activities
All necessary provisions have been made to ensure the health, safety and welfare of field
staff, including the identification of hazards, assessment of risks and the implementation of
corrective measures.
The Health and Safety Officer regularly assesses the activities of Equita’s field employees to
ensure that relevant health and safety issues are taken into consideration.
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Field employees log in and out at the beginning and end of each working day with a
telephone call to the office via their mobile telephones. They also contact the office
throughout the working day with updates of progress and to advise of any problems.
Comprehensive training is provided to assist with identification of potentially hazardous
situations and employees are advised to:
 Withdraw immediately from the premises if they believe there is a risk to their
personal safety
 Remain calm and collected and refrain from attempting to reason with any
individual threatening attack or violence
 Inform the office as soon as possible and, in the event of actual violence, contact
the Police immediately
 All field employees attend communication workshops. Organised on a regular basis,
these workshops promote negotiation skills to disarm potentially dangerous situations

Risk Assessment Procedure
Objective
To comply with the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations by ensuring
procedures are in place for the ongoing identification of hazards in routine and non routine
activities, the assessment of the risks arising those hazards, and the implementation of
necessary control measures.

Scope
Risk Assessments are:
 Carried out for all activities in the workplace, both routine and non-routine (e.g.
maintenance and repairs, refurbishment etc)
 Employees consider all people having access to the workplace (including
contractors and visitors) or who might reasonably be affected by activities carried
out in the workplace (e.g. neighbours, members of the public)
 Employees consider all facilities and equipment in the workplace whether provided
by Equita or others

Process
The aim of risk assessments is to reduce the risks arising from work related activities and to
eliminate or minimise injury or damage to people, equipment, plants, property and the
environment. We ensure that suitable arrangements are in place for the ongoing
identification of hazards, the assessment of risk, and the implementation of necessary
control measures.
Equita has an appointed Compliance Manager – Adrian Bates, with direct operational
responsibility for all Health and Safety Matters including risk assessments. He is responsible for
ensuring all relevant risk assessments are undertaken and that all risk reduction measures
are carried out and maintained.
Risk assessments that are carried out across Equita include:
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Office & Call Centre
Drivers risk assessment for Certificated Enforcement Agents (CEA’s)
Drivers risk assessment Debt Collection officers (DCO’s)
Display Screen Equipment (DSE)
Manual Handling
IT Services
Post Room activities
Employees working from home
General (task/workplace based)
Fire
COSHH
New or Expectant Mothers
Young persons
Stress

Please note all employees carry out risk assessments for each department they work in on
an annual basis.
Please refer to the 3 completed risk assessments that have been completed by employees
as requested.

Communication
The conclusions of the risk assessment(s) is communicated to all staff potentially affected,
particularly any staff that are required to adhere to specific safety instructions. General
safety instructions are covered during new staff induction. Where there is a significant risk
and control is reliant on staff following specific safety instructions these are put into a
written procedure, staff instructed/trained in their use, their understanding evaluated and
a record kept.
A copy of the full completed risk assessment(s) are be made available for all employees,
but this does not replace the need to brief or train staff. The Compliance Manager will
also keep a copy on file on site for review and audit purposes.

Monitor and Review
The Compliance Manager monitors and review risk assessments periodically taking into
account feedback from employees and line management for possible areas for
improvement. The Compliance Manager reviews risk assessments every 12 months, or if
any of the following conditions apply;
 An accident
 A complaint
 A change of system, equipment or material
 Change in Legislation
 New information from a Manufacturer or Supplier
 New Guidance published
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Risk assessments and their progress are discussed at the site health & safety meetings held
at site to ensure they are still relevant and control measures are still effective.
Installations of new processes, activities or equipment are subject to a risk assessment and
are completed prior to commencement.

Activity
Making a risk assessment typically starts with identifying the tasks, activities or situations.

Identifying the Hazards
A Hazard is defined as a condition with the potential to cause harm.
The risk assessor(s) will identify and record all the hazards in and around their area by
visual inspections, discussions with employees, and past incidents or accidents etc and
can be:
 Physical
 Chemical
 Biological
 Ergonomic
 Psychological
When seeking out and identifying hazards, adequate information is necessary and
reference is made to relevant sources such as:
 Legislation and supporting approved codes of practice which give practical
guidance and include basic minimum requirements
 Health and Safety Executive guidance documents and approved codes of practice
 Product information
 British and international standards
 Industry or trade association guidance
 Personal knowledge and experience of managers and employees
 Accident, ill health and incident data from within the organisation
 Expert advice and opinion
In the simplest cases, hazards can be spotted by observation and comparing with the
relevant information.

Identifying those at risk
In most cases this will be the persons actually carrying out the work. It is however
important to remember third parties including other staff, cleaners, security staff,
maintenance staff, contractors and members of the public who could be affected by the
hazard.
Particular attention is paid to new staff or staff with special needs such as with disabilities,
visitors, contractors, lone workers, expectant mothers and young or inexperienced
employees as they may be more vulnerable to the identified hazard.
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Evaluating the Risk
Risk is the likelihood that some harm from the hazard will occur.
Evaluating the Risk involves judging the likelihood of harm from the hazard and the
severity of harm that may be involved.
Some risks will be insignificant either because the likelihood of harm is very low or because
the severity of any injury is very low, or both.
The Risk Assessment approach Equita adopt is a quantitative method. In its simplest form:

Risk = Hazard Severity x Likelihood
The following scoring system is used to quantify the risk:

Severity
Fatality

5

Major injury, disabling illness, major damage 4
Lost time injury, illness, damage

3

Minor injury, minor damage

2

Delay only

1

Likelihood
Certain or imminent

5

Very likely to happen

4

Likely to happen

3

Unlikely

2

Very unlikely

1

Risk rating
The resulting risk scores are rated into three broad risk bands as shown below:
VERY HIGH
20Immediate action required to stop the activity or reduce the risk
risk
25
HIGH risk

1219

Urgent action required, as soon as practicable and within two weeks at
the latest

MEDIUM risk

8-11

Keep under regular review and investigate further measures to reduce
the risk

LOW risk

1-7

Acceptable risk
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Decide on Measures
The measures which will be required to remove or minimise the risk need to be considered
by applying the following hierarchy of risk control measures:
1. Elimination
2. Substitution
3. Reduction of exposure/quantity
4. Isolate / Enclose
5. Other Engineering Control
6. Safe System of Work
7. Training/Briefing/Awareness
8. PPE
9. Discipline/Enforcement
When recommending suitable further control measures the Risk Assessor(s) must take into
account the legal requirements, as far as practicable (i.e. if the technology exists and is in
use it must be done), and so far as is reasonably practicable (i.e. what is common
practice while taking into account a balance between cost and risk).

Assessment Record
The risk assessment record will normally be in writing but can be recorded electronically
providing it is easily retrievable.
The records form part of the company’s overall approach to Health and Safety and be
linked to other records and documents such as arrangements in the Health and Safety
Policy document.
The significant findings include as a minimum:
1. The significant hazards identified in the assessment. That is, those hazards which
might pose serious risk to workers or others who might be affected by the work
activity if they were not properly controlled.
2. The existing control measures in place and the extent to which they control the risks
(this need not replicate details of measures more fully described in procedure
manuals etc but should refer to them)
3. The people who may be affected by these significant risks or hazards, including any
groups of employees who are especially at risk
Once the information has been completed and recorded the Compliance Manager will
be responsible for developing an action plan to eliminate or reduce the risk by prioritising
the identified risks, devising remedial actions, establishing time scales and assigning
resources.
Recommendations from previous assessments/audits will also be considered when
developing a Safety Action Plan.
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Risk Assessment Procedure
Risk Assess all
Activities

Consider People,
Equipment, Materials,
Environment

Identify Hazards

Is There Display Screen
Equipment Involved

Consider Employees,
Visitors, Contractors,
Public

Identify People at Risk

Is There Display Screen
Equipment Involved

Evaluate the Risk
Liklihood x Severity

Is There Display Screen
Equipment Involved

Identify Existing
Control Measures

Is There Display Screen
Equipment Involved

Implement Further
Controls

Is There Display Screen
Equipment Involved

Record Results

Monitor

Review

(annually or after significant
change or incident)
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